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Speciﬁcation
Location Poland
Yacht type: Motor
Yacht type: Flybridge
Brand: Galeon
Length: 20.8
Beam: 5
Motor: VOLVO PENTA, MAN
Fuel capacity: 3750
Cabins: 4
Number of guests: 15
Water capacity: 800
Years: 2023
Price: Price on request

Galeon

GALEON 640 FLY
The 640 FLY builds on the ground-breaking success of the 500 series to bring even more
innovations to the ﬂybridge luxury yacht segment. This transformer model will follow a new design
path to allow for bigger volume and better space distribution, all while maintaining the great
exterior appearance Galeon models are known for.
Outside, the aft cockpit dining area holds eight people who can enjoy an entertainment system
with a ﬂat screen TV sliding up from the kitchen top, all while protected from the elements by the
electric aft sunshade. Further back, ﬁnd the hydraulic bath platform, capable of handling all water
paraphernalia, and convenient access to a large skipper cabin.
The top deck is enlarged to oﬀer a generous dining space, a full-sized bar and plenty of lounge
space surrounding the steering console. The bow deck area can be approached by the
revolutionary electric front window entrance revealing two separate movable sofas with integrated
foldable tables for sundeck purpose. Serve the area from a nearby wine bar to further impress
your guests.
Everyone’s favorite Beach Mode makes a welcome reappearance, ﬁtted with six-meter-long
balconies with partially glazed ﬂoors and a breakfast bar on both sides. Equip the cockpit area with

a rotating sofa option with a 3,2m tender garage below to completely separate your yacht from
the pack.
Inside, ﬁnd extensive lounge and dinner areas with openable side windows next to the bar and
steering station. Thanks to the innovatory, two-way stair system, a three full-beam cabin layout
was made possible for extra privacy and comfort. A four-cabin layout is sure to please enlarged
families and charter enthusiasts. Embrace the future of luxury yachts with the incredible Galeon
640 FLY!
Flybridge line
The 640 FLY is a game changer, once again oﬀering solutions never before seen in this class. This
trans-former yacht is revolutionizing the segment with its innovative approach to layout and space
distribution

Features

Elongated ﬂybridge: Select this version for extra space on the top deck that will rival the best in
class
The carbon construction of the top deck and bimini allows for better weight distribution
Incredible space on all three decks
Wooden ﬁnishes with hand-crafted details and backlights make an amazing impression
The 640 comes equipped with the revolu-tionary Beach Mode option extending the usable space in
the cockpit
Hydraulic platform and access to the crew cabin
The hydraulic platform will easily ﬁt most water paraphernalia
A large living area with a proper kitchen will please all the guests on board of the 640 FLY.
Awards

Winner of the Motor Boats & Yachting Awards 2019: Flybridges Over 60ft
Winner of the World Yacht Trophies 2018 – Best Innovation
Winner of the Boat Builder Awards 2018 - Innovative On-Board Design Solution
The Company oﬀers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor
warrant the condition of the vessel. This vessel is oﬀered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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